In a pickle
Growing the right cucumbers is the first step

BUSINESS

Cutting hair amid heat, wind
Hair stylist and her dogs affected by fire
Hair stylist and her dogs affected by fire
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STRAWBERRY LANE, 17902
It was a perfect day for an event honoring a dedicated volunteer.

Wildfire smoke in the past week.

There's nothing convenient outside, "especially with all the wildfire smoke in the past week," said Casha. "Nobody wants to be outside, especially if they have allergies or breathing issues." The fire, he said, is still out of control.

It would resume seeing patients after a 10-day closure.

Progress in fighting the Hennessey Fire yielded two major re-

Evacuations had been lifted for the ridge-top community of Angwin, as well as all of Atlas Peak Road out-

Napa County businesses will benefit from new state COVID plan.

New state COVID plan

The nonprofit organization GoFundMe has a platform for fundraising to help fire victims.

PHILANTHROPY

Funding to help fire victims

Many turn to GoFundMe after losing the homes

Amanda Vetter launched a fundraiser called “Fire GoFundMe” in the aftermath of the Hennessey Fire.

Amanda Vetter's fundraiser for her father, Scott Edson. "He is trying to keep a positive outlook on his life situation, but it has been a long road (toward) recovery already," she wrote in the description. "If you knew my dad, you would do anything for anybody to always put other people first and never ask for help, that's why I am starting this fundraiser for him."